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LENCIA 
SPRAY AND FORGET, 

NATURAL BATHROOM CLEANER CONCENTRATE 
*WITH Natural Mildewicide/Mouldicide 

 
Just think, you’ll never need to scrub your shower or bath ever again. Why?  Because Citrus 
Resources has developed an amazing breakthrough. A natural bathroom cleaner that kills mildew 
and mould as it cleans off bathroom scum and grime without scrubbing, wiping or even rinsing. 
 
How does it work? Because you don’t.  
 
By mixing with the water droplets after you use the shower or bath, Lencia spreads out a layer of 
super wetting agents and mild plant acids that dissolve bathroom scum and calcium build-up. 
Natural non-toxic citrus and plant extracts (phytochemicals) kill mould and mildew spores as well 
as prevent regrowth. You will never have mould again when the shower or bath is cleaned daily 
with LENCIA. 
 
Lencia’s Breakthrough 
 

• No scrubbing 
• No rinsing 
• No wiping 
• No squeegeeing 
• Incredible economy of use - under 60c per litre. 

 
Non Toxic, Hypo Allergenic 
 
Because all natural based ingredients are used, Lencia is safer than chlorinated, quaternary and 
other alkaline or acid based cleaners. Unlike chlorine it can’t rust stainless steel or bleach your 
clothes or have toxic fumes. Many people try anything to remove scum and mildew. Bleaches, 
poisons, harsh abrasives and creme cleaners. They only work for a while. Lencia works all the 
time without scrubbing or rinsing. 
 
Super Concentrate, Sprayable Formulation 
 
Citrus Resources  first  introduced Zest, a thickened washroom cleaner made from citrus extracts 
that could be diluted for maintenance cleaning. Lencia goes one step further by introducing a 
super concentrate that may be sprayed at 1 to 10 for daily cleaning and mould removal. Lencia 
may be sprayed with a foaming trigger spray rather than squirted onto the surface. Because it is 
non-toxic it doesn’t irritate sensitive noses at this concentration. Hospitals can go back to foam 
trigger spraying with complete safety. 
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Fresh Natural Aroma 
 
Containing citrus peel extracts, reminiscent of mandarins it gives your bathroom a lingering 
freshness all day. 
 
Directions 
 
Spray Daily - Save Time* 
For Hospitality, Hospitals and Domestic users, there’s nothing on the market that is easier to use 
or more effective. Just spray the shower and bath and leave it. No streaks no scum and no mildew 
provided it is used daily. The flushing action actually washes the scum away. 
 
In fact if you’re not in a hurry there’s no need for an initial shock treatment. Lencia will bring back 
the lustre and new appearance after a few days of spraying. 
 
Shock Treatment 
For those wanting an immediate result, use Lencia (diluted 1 to 1 with water) by squirting or 
pouring onto a cloth or white and pad and wiping over the surface, allow to stand for a few 
minutes then pressure flush off. On extremely soiled surfaces you may need to scrub the grouting 
to remove black deposits. Leave Lencia on the surface for at least 10 minutes prior to rinsing. 
 
Toilets and Wash Basins Everything in the Bathroom 
Lencia doesn’t just clean the shower and bath. Spray your hand basins, taps, toilets, vanity units 
and urinals. Just spray wait and rinse for a sparkling clean mildew free shiny finish (scrubbing 
may be necessary on rusty or heavily soiled toilet bowls). Rinse toilet seats after cleaning. 
 
Walls and Ceilings 
Using on painted bathroom walls above the tile line removes mildew and kills the spores that 
causes mildew to regrow. Using it regularly will keep mildew away for good. 
 
Floor Tiles 
Mopping bathroom ceramic floors was never easier. Dilute Lencia concentrate 1 to 100 
(approximately 100MLS per 10LTR bucket) your floor will be streak free and the grouting will stay 
white. 
 
Dilution Centre Directions 
Lencia is designed to dilute accurately in wall mounted dispensers directly into specially printed 
Lencia dispenser bottles.  
 
Non-Toxic, Biodegradable, Safe 
Natural plant extracts that take the place of toxic mildewicides, bleaches and dangerous chemical 
disinfectants would appear to have an exciting future. Lencia is the world’s first cleaning product 
to use non-toxic phytochemicals to kill mould, mildew and algae as well as to prevent regrowth. 
Lencia’s activity is “anti-microbial”; it kills the fungus that can cause athletes foot and tinea. 
 
The majority of mildewicides and disinfectants used in bathrooms are toxic and non-
biodegradable. Lencia is highly biodegradable, non toxic and can be safely be used in septic 
systems. Lencia exceeds Australian and tougher European biodegradability standards. 
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Do’s and Don’ts 
Because Lencia is mildly acidic it must not be used on Marble, Terrazzo or Granite surfaces as this 
will dull the surface over time. Pre-test on brass taps to ensure coating is not cracked or chipped. 
Test painted surfaces prior to use. 
 
SLIPPERY SURFACES 
 
When body oils and medications are mixed with soap scum a slippery condition can be 
experienced in the bath or shower. Lencia removes all traces of these hazards and reduces the 
chance of slip falls. 
 
Where there is no slip protection in the shower and it is to be used by the elderly or infirmed 
Lencia should be rinsed from the surface after a few minutes contact time. 
 


